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Attic Ventilation
All attics need ventilation. A properly ventilated attic will cause air to move, which assists the attic in mimicking the exterior
seasonal conditions as closely as possible. With colder weather, a properly ventilated attic will keep the roof sheathing as
close to the outside temperature as possible, which will reduce the potential for ice damming. In warm weather, proper
attic ventilation helps reduce excessive heat buildup. Excessive attic heat buildup can radiate heat inward increasing air
conditioning costs, especially with inadequate insulation. Excessive heat can also increase wear and tear on roof
coverings and interior attic building components. Proper ventilation also helps to control the levels if moisture on the attic
structural members roof sheathing, and insulation.
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Air movement is accomplished with natural ventilation (using either thermal effect or whole house stack effect)
and/or mechanical ventilation.
o Thermal effect is the natural tendency of warmer, lighter air to rise. Thermal effect works best with a
system that uses lower soffit panel areas to intake cooler air. The air is then heated, causing it to rise and
exit the attic through higher exhaust points like a ridge vent, roof louvers or turbines. Gable vents can be
used for exhaust, intake, or both. Gable vent purpose is dependent on the age and style of construction.
o Whole house stack effect is when air naturally goes from a high pressure to a low pressure. The ground
or basement/crawlspace are always higher pressure than the atmospheric air in the house or attic. This
pressure difference causes air to naturally mitigate from the basement/crawlspace to the attic.
The importance of ventilation is especially true when attics use engineered building materials like oriented strand
board (OSB) or plywood for roof sheathing. Because OSB and plywood are created in a factory—with glue, high
pressure, and wood scraps—in a climate controlled, low moisture environment, they are more susceptible to
ongoing attic moisture and heat exposures. They will decay, absorb water and warp more easily. In contrast,
dimensional lumber, like 1 or 2 by 4’s, is solid wood cut from a tree trunk, which is then kiln dried and cut to size.
Because it is a more natural wood product, it is less susceptible to attic heat and moisture exposure and warping.
Basements/crawlspaces with moisture issues will likely increase attic moisture levels. A structure could have
moisture issues because of organic soils or poor grade slope, which may contribute to excessive attic moisture
and staining.
Attics lacking adequate mechanical ventilation components, or attics that physically limit/block thermal effect, may
have areas of air stagnation. This may result in staining/discoloration on interior roofing components.
Wind also assists with natural ventilation. The effectiveness of wind is determined by the speed it moves over and
against a home’s exterior surfaces. Wind driven flow creates areas of positive and negative air pressure that will
force air in and out of attics.
Power vent fans—dependent on the fan style and efficiency—can greatly assist venting roof styles (like hip roofs)
that are difficult to naturally ventilate. They can also pull heated or cooled conditioned air into the attic raising the
structure’s operating costs.
On roofs with lower slopes both the natural thermal effect and the stack effect may be less effective. Heated air
naturally prefers to rise upward, not sideways. Incorporating turbines may assist with ventilation if the home is
subject to a fairly consistent amount of wind. Homes in valleys would see fewer benefits.
Interior-created moisture and heat enters an attic by either natural vapor diffusion or through physical
openings in the vapor barrier materials, which may incorporate plastic sheeting.
o Vapor diffusion is a process where water vapor naturally travels from high humidity conditions to low
humidity conditions. With the right circumstances, vapor can travel through building materials, including
sheet rock.
o Physical openings (holes) in a vapor barrier for can lights, bath fans, solar tubes, holes in wall top plates
or openings for wiring, mechanicals, or plumbing, will all allow heat and moisture to move by convective
and air leakage forces. (see Common Attic Leaks diagram)
The infiltration of conditioned heat and moisture into an attic will likely cause frosting of roof sheathing, excessive
wear-tear on insulation, and possibly ice damming. A family of four generates, on average, two or more gallons of
moisture a day. Physically sealing the vapor barrier surface with caulk, expandable foam, or polystyrene board
will decrease moisture and heat into the attic and go a long way to separate the conditioned, heated and cooled
airspace from unconditioned attic airspace. Please review our “Insulation and Infiltration” and “Reducing
Infiltration Losses” website newsletters for exceptional detail in how to accomplish this.

Need More Information?
Please visit www.phiinspect.com, click our “Post Inspection Support” page, and request additional documents.
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Remodeling techniques & materials can make old construction as efficient as new construction.

Electrical boxes, wall top plates, chimneys, attic hatches, & any protrusion into the attic is a source of air leakage.
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The stack effect naturally pulls interior air and humidity starting from the basement.
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Cold weather frosting on nail ends indicates humid, conditioned interior air is entering into the attic.

Plywood staining & corroded nail ends indicates humid, conditioned interior air has entered the attic.
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